Abstract. Evolution is assumed to begin in a very particular compartmentalized location with periodic conditions. A highly diversified world is the driving force for the continuous increase in complexity by colonizing increasingly less favourable regions. Modeling the "origin-of-life" a Darwinian cyclic process is simulated (multiplication with sporadic errors followed by a construction and selection).
Introduction
What motivates life's origin ? Let us assume ( Figure 1 ) that prebiotic chemistry was capable of forming the building blocks of life. How can the genetic apparatus then have developed from this starting point? The explosion of all the forms of life follows from the existence of a genetic apparatus.
To investigate the principles [1] [2] [3] [4] we search for a gapless sequence of physicochemical steps ( Figure 2 ) that are as simple as possible and detailed. But we do not attempt to find historical reality. Thus starting with artificial monomers which build up replica-forming oligomers in a simple artificial environment we try to find such a path to a simple artificial genetic apparatus.
Darwin's main idea on the origin of species was that an entity which is selected for in a given ecological niche does not survive in a neighbouring, less favorable region. A mutant may occasionally form, which is selected for in the less favorable region. In the present view this mechanism is also the basis to understand the very first steps in the origin of life. This is in contrast to the view that life originates by self organisation in a uniform environment. 
Ideas on Which the Computer Simulation is Based
We assume distinct conditions to be given that should drive an evolution in a distinct direction as sketched in 2.2 and 2.3. Does this process actually take place in a computer simulation, can the conceptions be substantiated? The result of such a computer simulation is given in 3 for the critical steps leading to a simple genetic device (HAE-device). A rough draft is given in 4.1 and 4.2 of the next hypothetical steps toward the modern genetic apparatus not yet treated with the computer.
FUNDAMENTAL CONDITIONS
In the view of the present author and others [1] [2] [3] [4] the origin of life requires the following fundamental conditions to allow the evolution of aggregates of ever increasing complexity and functional intricacy ( Figure 3 ): -spontaneously formed short strand and energy-rich monomers are present in every particular environment that allows formation of a replica of this strand acting as a template. Errors in the copying process can again lead to forms that replicate. -periodic course of environmental conditions such as temperature (day and night), where at lower temperature aggregation of folding structures and selection of the entities occurs and at higher temperature dissociation and multiplication of strands. In this way a cyclical Darwinian process is generated. -a compartmentalized region (e.g. porous rock) which keeps replicates together to allow aggregation and which keeps off competition. -a diversified environment which allows continuous increase in complexity.
The increasing independence of these highly specific initial conditions by gradually populating a diversified area can be realized as follows: -populating regions of compartments with increasing size of pores, -evolving devices that produce envelopes as self made compartments, -evolving metabolism (increasing intricacy of the living machinery). 
THE RNA WORLD
We consider the case where only one kind of complementary R-monomers, R 1 and R 2 , are present and we assume that oligomers appear that are capable of replicating ( Figure 3 , above). The initial sequence is random and by the errors in the copying process there is variation of this sequence. If by chance a strand is found in the population that has a sequence such that it folds onto itself to form a hairpin ( Figure 4 ) the hairpin will be selected for because it is more protected against hydrolysis and has higher probability of being selected.
The loop of hairpins is random, thus all eight possibilities of sequences are equal probable in the population and the hairpin finds an open strand to bind by the loop with complementary and anti-parallel means. If hairpins are adjacent the entity will be selected for because it is more protected against hydrolysis and has higher probability of being selected. A reading frame only exists if all hairpins in the population have loops of one kind ( Figure 5 , upper framed pair of loops) and all the hairpins bound to the assembler with the corresponding sequence are then adjacent ( Figure 6 ).
THE RNA-PROTEIN WORLD
In our model A-monomers A 1 and A 2 are present and by an error in the copying process the two R-monomers at the lower end of a hairpin are not complementary, with higher probability of being elected. The sequence for the middle R-monomer in the hairpin-loops and assembler-triplets respectively is random, and there is no correspondence between the anti-codon and the A-monomer carried by the hairpin (Figure 8 ), thus all four possibilities are equally probable in the population and there is no translation. A translation would exist if all hairpins in the population belong to one pair (Figure 8, framed) . The HAE 1 -device is a translation apparatus as by-product (Figure 9 ). An enzyme (an A-polymer with a specific sequence that has the function of reducing the error probability in the replication of R-oligomers) is only selected for if there is the recipe on the (+)-assembler for it and if there is a translation by the hairpins. The (−)-assembler is the anti-parallel complementary copy of an (+)-assembler and its product is non sensical (HAE 0 -device). Other enzymes E 2 , E 3 , . . . evolve (their sequences are conserved due to presence of E 1 ) and cooperative entities with increased functional complexity come into being (Figure 10 ). multiplied HAE 0 -devices improve fitness of "primeval cell" HAE 0 -device forming its envelope rise of "primeval cell" forming of first HAE 0 -device which produces agglutinate E 0 daughter cell HAE 1 -device enzyme E 1 (specific sequence) reduces error probability in replication such that its sequence is conserved.
other enzymes E 2 , E 3 , ... evolve their sequences are conserved due to presence of E 2 (cooperative entities with increased functional complexity) HAE 0 -device Figure 10 . HAE-devices that produce envelopes as self made compartments. Division when amount larger than a critical value. Emergence of a translation apparatus as by-product.
Computer Implementation and its Results
In Figure 11 the computer implementation is shown in an overview-like flow-chart. There is a construction phase where aggregates are formed. According to the fitness of the formed devices, parameters are assigned to these entities such as the survival chance, the multiplication probability and the probability of occurrence of an error in the multiplication. In the selection phase only a fraction of the population survives (corresponding to half of the total number of strands). In the multiplication phase the aggregates dissociate and the strands are copied by chance until the total number of strands is replenished. Starting with a single strand of random sequence a typical simulation with a positive outcome is shown in Figures 12  and 13 .
The RNA-world: as soon as the hairpins are formed, they bind to open strands (assembler function) forming incomplete HA-devices (blue in upper graph, Figure 12 ). Only with the occurrence of complete HA-devices (red in upper graph, Figure 12 ) the reading frame 1 (red in lower graph, Figure 12 ) becomes selected.
The RNA-protein-world: as soon as all the hairpins bound to an assembler carry A-monomers an A-polymer (agglutinate E 0 ) is formed, thus HAE 0 -devices (green in upper graph, Figure 13 ) come into being. Only with the occurrence of HAE 1 -devices and HAE 2 -devices (red and blue in upper graph respectively) together with the agglutinate producing HAE 0 -devices from the (−)assembler (green in upper graph) the translation 1 (red in lower graph, Figure 13 ) becomes selected. (Figure 14e) . Thus a separation of replication (information carrying system and information forwarding system in the line of descent) from transcription and translation (product producing system) has occurred, the basic structure of the modern genetic machine is reached (Figure 1) . 
Considerations on the Evolution of HAE

STAGES LEADING TO TODAY'S GENETIC CODE
The earliest phase among candidates for the monomers of the first variety (R-monomers) are the nucleosides guanosine (G), cytidine (C), adenosine (A), and uridine (U). We favour G and C for the beginning, because they base pair with three rather than two hydrogen bonds. Polymer strands have the essential features required for HA-devices. For the A-monomers A 1 and A 2 we choose the most prevalent amino acids alanine (Ala) and glycine (Gly). The earliest "code" in our model involves just these two nucleotides and two amino acids (Figure 15 ). The translation device becomes increasingly sophisticated by incorporation of increasingly complex translation products stabilizing the attachment of hairpins to the assembler strand. Strength in base pairing may be no longer beneficial. The reading frame gradually loses in importance. Triplet position 1 is also pressed into coding service, and finally all three positions are used for this.
Each step of relaxation of constraints on the code by improvement of the translation machinery confers a selective advantage, increasing the number of amino acids that can be coded for. In this way the modern code can be reconstructed, when it is assumed (1) that the order in which amino acids are introduced into the code is in the order of their prebiotic availability; (2) that the code, first restricting to GNC (N = G, C, A, U) changes over to GNN (first position sufficient for docking), then the code changes to PuNN (Pu = G, A; a purine is sufficient for docking); later the third position is used for coding and the first position is opened for pyrimidines C and U (Py = C, U;) (3) that A in position 2 is associated with the most polar amino acid to be introduced, G, C, U are associated with amino acids in the order of decreasing polarity. This is a generalisation of the initial codes GAC for Glu, Asp; GGC for Gly; GCC for Ala; GUC for Val. The modern code results from these postulates when taking into consideration that important amino acids are provided with an additional codon at the stage when position 1 is opened for C and U. The insight thus afforded strongly suggests that the ancestral self-reproducing system resembled the HA-device.
